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Abstract: Six Sigma has been applied in manufacturing plants all over the world in a search for performance enhancement,
quality improvement, cost reduction and competitiveness increases. We have seen through our experience in the Twin Plantsmaquiladoras, that Six Sigma projects commonly do not provide the expected benefits and with higher costs, also there is in
the literature evidence confirming that fact. While reviewing the literature in the search of the effectiveness factors, there is a
wide diversity of factors without appreciable agreements. This paper is about the critical success factors of Six Sigma and the
ones observed in the twin plants of Ciudad Juárez, México, those factors are determined and commented their relative
importance.
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1. Introduction
In modern industrial environments is a growing intensity of rivalry among competitors, leading to strong pressures
within organizations to improve quality, price and customer service level. These pressures have driven the development of
engineering and management scientific theory that explains how to solve this problem, with Lean and Six Sigma major
theoretical. Six Sigma can be characterized as described in the following paragraphs.
In the literature there are various definitions, among which are the following. According to Büyüközkan &
Öztürkcan, (2010) Six Sigma is a powerful business strategy applicable in all types of organizations and unfolds through a
systematic approach that involves the entire organization. According Laosirihongthong (2006), Six Sigma is a wellestablished and one of the most recognized manufacturing strategies and is widely accepted in the industry.
Regarding the purposes of Six Sigma, there are different concepts, Büyüközkan & Öztürkcan (2010), described Six
Sigma as improve the quality initiatives seeking continuous improvement of processes. While for Su& Chou, (2008), Yang &
Hsi Hsieh, (2009), the goal is to generate the maximum benefit and is a source of competitive advantage. Six Sigma has
therefore received considerable attention, especially in the last decade and global companies Su &Chou (2008) and has had a
substantial impact on the industry worldwide.
While clearly the great importance of Six Sigma because it has had a substantial impact on the industry,
Laosirihongthong (2006) states that academic research in this area is poor, especially in connection with the investigation of
the factors of success or failure of your deployment. Moosa and Sajid, (2010) report that in some countries, companies are
successful in implementing Six Sigma while another fail. There is increasing pressure to develop new ways of thinking as a
source of competitive advantage, more research is needed in this area to contribute to the science and practice of
implementing Six Sigma or other process improvement model, reducing waste and create value (Chakravorty, 2009).
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